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Generic Erectile Disfunctinal Prescriptions Stiffens The Market Place 
Generic ED Suppliers Will Harden 

Southgate, Kentucky , 27.07.2019, 17:38 Time

USPA NEWS - The ED market is booming bigger than ever. The arrow is pointing up on the charts. Generics are storming the market
place with cheaper pricing for the male consumers. Easer access, lower prices!  

Face Book Ads, TV Ads, radio, websites for ED meds are blasting pages like you've never seen. New supplier and distributor startups
with all sorts of come on's and gimmicks. Pricing is all over the board! Here are some things to give you a Big Heads up! Those
advertising with low pricing on first order, ask about how much their membership is? Whats the cost for a Virtual Care office visit to
speak with the doctor to get your prescription on your phone or iPad or desktop computer? Is there free shipping? Are the ED meds
they are selling FDA approved. Some really cheap meds are coming in from overseas and are not FDA approved. Be cautious when
making your purchase. Many times cheaper isn't always better! There is a supplier that has NO membership cost! Free delivery on all
orders, regardless if its first order or not. And FDA approved! The lowest cost on the market for either generic Cialis or Viagra.
Transfer your existing scripts or get a new one! You will save up to 50% on the cost. Go to www.gogomeds.com , use code EC5.
Number #1 in the ED Med market place.  
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